Adaptive learning and differentiated instruction?
TUNE into Reading allows every student to work at their own level and makes instructional
adjustments based on each student’s performance. Once you create your students’ profiles and
indicate their instructional reading level (IRL), the program will auto-adjust each student based
on their individual progress.

Here’s how it works:
•

Students take a quiz at the end of every song lesson. A passing score is 80% or higher.

•

Students earn points towards a set goal each time they pass a quiz. The goal varies
depending on which Song Folder has been assigned to them.

•

When the student passes a quiz, the song lesson is removed from their Song Folder.

•

Once a student reaches his/her points goal, he/she is promoted to the next level.

•

If a student fails a quiz, the corresponding Song Lesspm will reappear in their Song
Folder after the next Song Lesson is completed.

•

The program gives the student three chances to pass each quiz. If the student fails a
particular quiz three times, the quiz (and corresponding Song Lesson) is permanently
removed from the Song Folder. The student can still earn enough points to pass his/her
assigned level as long as they pass 80% of their quizzes.

•

If a student scores 100% on 10 quizzes in a row, the program will automatically promote
the student to the next reading level, even if the TiR point goal is not met. If this occurs,
the student’s TiR point goal changes and points earned go back to zero. However, the
student will keep any stars previously earned.

•

If a student fails the first 3 out of 5 “unique” quizzes taken (those corresponding to three
different Song Lessons), the program will auto-adjust the student to the next lower level.
If this occurs, the student TiR point goal changes and their points earned go back to
zero. However, the student will keep any stars previously earned.
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